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ABSTRACT 

The bandwidth interest of telecommunication network is becoming quickly because of the rising number of 

technology-keen end-users. The arising optical and wireless access networks are consistently contending 

with one another to give these necessities to the end-users. The optical access networks give gigantic data 

rate and significant distance connect, yet it is less ubiquitous. The wireless access networks furnish 

adaptable and ubiquitous communication with a low sending cost. In any case, its organization adaptability 

is limited by the spectrum and reach impediments. The hybrid wireless optical broadband access network 

(WOBAN) is a strong mix of optical backhaul and wireless front-end to add to a decent versatility, 

financially savvy and adaptable communication system. This paper reviews the emerging optical and 

wireless access technologies.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless networks depend on radio communication to interface end users to one another. These sorts of 

network incorporate PDAs, satellites, wireless sensors and microwaves. Wireless networks have various 

sorts, for example, individual area networks (PAN) which covers a little area like ZigBee, local area 

networks (LAN) which covers more distances like WiFi and Ad hoc or mesh network which permits to hubs 

to straightforwardly speak with one another without utilizing access point, metropolitan area networks 

(MAN) which associates a few wireless LAN's like WiMAX, wide area networks (WAN) which has bigger 

inclusion areas, cell network which depends on cells and end users and they can speak with one another 

inside the cells, worldwide area network which upholds mobiles by utilizing LAN's and satellites (Taufique 

et al, 2017). 

The bandwidth necessities with broadband services are expanding decisively toward the end-users of the 

present access networks. Optical and wireless access networks have arisen to resolve two issues: (1) channel 

limit sharing reasonably to the clients, and (2) satisfactory limit task as indicated by administration 

necessities. For broadband access services, there is solid rivalry among a few technologies, like optical 

access technologies and wireless access technologies. A passive optical network (PON) can uphold a most 
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extreme data rate up to 100 Gb/s by utilizing the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 

procedure in the optical access network. In the wireless access network, overall interoperability for 

microwave access (WiMAX) IEEE 802.16m gives a data pace of 1 Gb/s for fixed users and 100 mb/s for 

versatile users. The NG wireless constancy (WiFi), IEEE 802.11ac likewise can give high data rate up to 1.3 

Gb/s between an access point (AP) and a wireless end-client (WEU). Data rates up to 6.933 Gb/s are 

conceivable hypothetically by utilizing greatest number of spatial surges of eight. The NG WiFi has quick 

throughput, high limit, and expansive inclusion. 

II. WIRELESS NETWORKS TECHNOLOGIES 

WiFi: 

WiFi in view of IEEE 802.11 standards has grown widely over the most recent 15 years for wireless local 

area networks (WLANs). The notoriety of 802.11-based WLAN is because of minimal expense, high-speed 

data rate and simple sending. WiFi has been characterized into a few standards including IEEE 802.11a, 

802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11n. WiFi offers bit rate (max 54/11/54/600 mb/s for 802.11a/b/g/n, separately) 

and restricted scope of 100-200 m. The 802.11a operates at 5 GHz unlicensed band, while 802.11b/g 

operates at 2.4 GHz unlicensed band. Albeit 802.11a appreciates more accessible channel for frequency and 

high throughput, it experiences multi-way proliferation when contrasted with 802.11 b/g. The 802.11b is 

executed by utilizing the immediate sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) strategy called complementary coded 

keying (CCK) with a bandwidth 25 mHz. The 802.11a/g are executed by utilizing the OFDM modulation 

with a bandwidth of 20 mHz (Gomez et al, 2020). 

The improvement in 802.11n is proposed to expand the medium access control (MAC) throughput no less 

than 100 mb/s (with data rate coming to up to 600 mb/s). Two essential ideas are utilized in 802.11n to build 

the actual layer (PHY) data rates: MIMO and 40 mHz bandwidth channels. Expanding from a single spatial 

stream and one send radio wire to four spatial streams and four recieving wires builds the data rate by an 

element of four (Perahia and Stacey, 2008). These streams are multiplexed at the transmitter and 

demultiplexed at the recipient by utilizing the spatial division multiplexing (SDM) procedure. The 802.11n 

operates in both unlicensed frequency bands of 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz with the channel bandwidth of 20 mHz 

or 40 mHz (Bogale and Le, 2016). 

WiFi innovation uses the adaptability of multi-hop include. In a single-hop communication system, bundles 

just pass through one wireless connection (between client's gadget and the access point) prior to arriving at 

the objective from the sender. On other hand, the multi-hop wireless communication structure for the most 

part transfers on wireless parcels by various wireless mesh switches, thus going through numerous wireless 

connections. So multi-hop structure improves the assistance inclusion and adaptability, and lessens the 

foundation arrangement cost. WiFi mesh networks have arisen as an access arrangement in the metropolitan 

area on account of the high and wide entrance of WiFi in private electronic gadgets. The WiFi mesh network 
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depends on wireless connections running among different WiFi switches, shaping a wireless mesh spine. 

Client traffic ordinarily goes through a few hops prior to arriving at the objective. 

 

WiMAX: 

WiMAX is an access innovation in view of IEEE 802.16 norm. It is intended to address the requirements for 

wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs). A WiMAX base station can uphold an all out data rate up to 

75 mb/s to private and business users inside 5 km range. WiMAX gives high bandwidth and uses less-

swarmed spectrum. 

There are two standards that have been produced for wireless broadband access systems: 802.16a for fixed 

applications and 802.16e for portable applications at speeds to arrive at 120 km/h. A few significant 

elements in Mobile WiMAX incorporate orthogonal frequency division various access (OFDMA) and sub-

channelization which give a lot of adaptability while allocating the time and frequency assets inside the 

wireless channel. Table 4 blueprints the overall determinations of WiMAX IEEE 802.16a and IEEE 802.16e 

standards. There is a NG standard IEEE 802.16m which gives progressed air interface data rates of 100 mb/s 

for versatile wireless users, and 1 Gb/s for fixed wireless users. 802.16m gives the essential exhibition 

enhancements to help future high level services and applications for NG broadband versatile 

communications. An around the world important standard 802.16m incorporates creative communications 

technologies, for example, multi-client MIMO, multicarrier activity, and helpful communications. It upholds 

femto-cells, self-arranging networks, and transfers (Chavarria-Reyes and Akyildiz, 2016). 

Wireless mesh network: 

The NG savvy wireless network ought to have the option to be sent on huge inclusion area, gives high data 

rate, and supports broadband services to the WEUs. The wireless mesh network (WMN) offers a promising 

engineering to accomplish these necessities. The WMN utilizes multihop communication system actually. 

So WMNs extend the inclusion of WiFi islands to give an adaptable high-bandwidth wireless network. The 

WMNs can operate in both of the procedures WiFi or WiMAX . In large scale wireless network, the WMN 

is carried out by joining of WiFi and WiMAX technologies. The WMN structure involves different APs 

which are associated with the wired web spine, a gathering of wireless mesh switches that give multi-hop 

wireless communications and a gathering of WEUs. The WMN utilizes the wireless mesh switches to give 

multihop availability between the WEUs and the APs. Also, the end-client can send to and get from its 

related accessible mesh switches by utilizing determined up/downlink wireless channels (Gomez et al, 

2020). 

III. OPTICAL ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES 

TDM PON: 
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The latest PONs have been proposed as point-to-multipoint (P2MP) optical networks which are executed by 

TDM PONs. TDM PON exhibits straightforward and practical PON Since the TDM PON utilizes the 

passive optical power splitter at the RN, the quantity of ONUs is limited to 32, 64, or 128. The upheld 

bandwidth for each ONU is additionally not ensured for broadband services totally like high definition 

video. In the TDM PON, one downlink wavelength (λd) is utilized to ship the downstream data from OLT to 

ONUs, and another uplink wavelength (λu) transports the upstream data from ONUs to OLT. The OLT 

devotes time allotments to N subscribers (ONU1, ONU2, … ,ONUN) which are associated with the TDM 

PON. A 1 N passive optical power splitter/combiner (PS/C) is utilized at the RN to disseminate the optical 

sign to/from complex ONUs. For bidirectional TDM PON, optical circulators are utilized to separate the 

upstream and downstream signals at the focal office and the ONUs. The downstream data is communicated 

to all the associated ONUs. Each ONU chooses the stream space dispensed to it and discards the openings 

coordinated to other ONUs. The TDM PON typically involves burst-mode transmission nature in the 

upstream heading, so the OLT allots the time allotments of the ONU upstream (Haddaji et al, 2018). 

WDM PON: 

The ONUs toward the end-users share the accessible bandwidth in the TDM PON. So the normal allocated 

bandwidth for each enduser is low particularly when the quantity of ONUs (N) is enormous. The WDM 

PON is proposed to tackle this issue. The WDM PON arrangement gives great adaptability since it can 

uphold different wavelengths over a similar fiber infrastructure, and it may not endure power-dividing 

misfortunes by utilizing point-to-point (P2P) procedure. The WDM PON likewise has great protocol 

straightforwardness and upgradability. WDM PON has been proposed to be NG-PON and gives high data 

rates up to 10 Gb/s (Sue et al, 2019). 

OFDM PON: 

OFDM modulation is generally utilized in both wired and wireless access technologies. OFDM method 

gives high unearthly productivity, high tolerance to the fiber chromatic scattering and high adaptability on 

both numerous services provisioning and dynamic bandwidth designation. OFDM upholds a viable answer 

for dispose of ISI brought about by dispersive channels. The principal disadvantages of OFDM are its high 

top to average power proportion and its aversion to stage commotion and frequency offset. OFDM PONs 

can uphold enormous data rates of 53 Gb/s and 100 Gb/s (Hossain et al, 2017). 

 

 

Hybrid PON: 

The different PONs can be hybrid and integrated to get strong PONs. The mix of TDM and WDM in a 

hybrid PON network presents WDM/TDM PON into the access network. WDM PONs can work on the 

limited bandwidth of TDM PONs by allotting a predefined wavelength to each ONU. This PON gives a 

separate and secure P2P, and high data-rate channel between each ONU and the CO. TDM PON design 
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normally involves a power splitter at the RN that outcomes in an addition loss of around 18 dB. Conversely, 

the misfortune through commonplace AWGs can be in the scope of 3-5 dB (Bock et al., 2005). The network 

the executives of the WDM PON is a lot easier than a TDM PON and everything future services can be 

conveyed over a single network stage. Since allotting a single wavelength to every subscriber isn't 

conservative and unfeasible, joining WDM and TDM was proposed to upgrade network execution and 

bandwidth usage. The OLT allocates N wavelengths to send the downstream which engenders along an 

optical fiber. The downstream is demultiplexed as indicated by their wavelengths by the AWG switch. It is 

then parted at PS/C to M optical signs (as indicated by the split proportion of the PS/C). The upstream data 

is sent in the opposite manner from each ONU to OLT (Hossain et al, 2017). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has reviewed the optical and wireless broadband access technologies. The empowering optical 

and wireless broadband access technologies are assessed and looked at. Despite the fact that there are 

impressive contrasts between these technologies, there are additionally surprising likenesses. For broadband 

access services, there is a solid contest among a few technologies like optical access technologies and 

wireless access technologies. Among the different arising optical and wireless access technologies, the 

OFDM based technologies are the most encouraging technologies since they give the highest transmission 

limit, productive bandwidth accesses, and vigorous scattering tolerance in both the optical and wireless 

connections. 
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